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Company Description

Company description

Devoteam is a leading consulting firm focused on digital strategy, tech platforms, and

cybersecurity.

By combining creativity, tech, and data insights, we empower our customers to transform their

business and unlock the future.

With 25 years’ of experience and 8,000 employees across Europe and the Middle East,

Devoteam promotes responsible tech for people and works to create better change.

#Creative Tech for Better Change

Devoteam has launched in January 2021 its new strategic plan, Infinite 2024, with the ambition

to become the #1 EMEA partner of the leading Cloud-based platform companies (AWS,

Google Cloud, Microsoft, Salesforce, ServiceNow), further reinforced by deep expertise in

digital strategy, cybersecurity, and data.

Job Description

The  Cloud Engineer will be responsible for the following activities: 

This position is a stakeholder-facing role and embodies the responsibility of capturing

prioritization, and delivery of project expectations for all aspects of the projects you work

on.

You can lead technical customer workshops and design a solution meeting the customer

requirements on all aspects of the project (Governance, Security, Networking, Billing,

Operations).
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You are an advocate for Cloud adoption and enlighten customers in their Cloud Adoption

strategy, no matter their Cloud Maturity.

Excellent communication and interpersonal skills: you have the ability to communicate

tasks, challenges, and results clearly to technical & non-technical colleagues and customers.

Ability to understand both the business and technical requirements and apply to existing, or

develop new methodologies to satisfy those requirements

You understand both business and technical priorities and have a realistic view of timelines

and deliverables.

you are able to guide and streamline the technical tracks of a multidisciplinary team,

composed of colleagues and customers.

You advocate the use of Cloud best practices in all aspects of your job and the

deliverables of your team.

you mentor and guide junior colleagues through their journey in the team and within the

projects you collaborate on.

Qualifications

Qualifications

Expertise in Operations in Cloud and hybrid environments.

Expertise in Security in Cloud and hybrid environments.

Expertise in Networking in Cloud and hybrid environments (especially firewalling, routing &

DNS)

The expertise in DevOps & Cloud automation using Infrastructure as Code (especially

Terraform)

Knowledge of containerized solutions (especially Kubernetes)

Knowledge of microservices architecture

Knowledge of shell/bash scripting

Experience in IT Consulting



Knowledge of operational tooling for logging, monitoring & backup

Knowledge of VMWare or any other virtualization

Knowledge of SAP, Oracle or any other ERP tools.

Knowledge of Database technologies like PostgreSQL, MySQL and SQL Server

Knowledge of specific tools like Terraform Cloud, Gitlab CI, and Cloud Build..

Knowledge of LDAP & Active Directory

Knowledge of interoperability technology ( message-oriented middleware, Event Hubs,

or similar)

Knowledge of cryptography (TLS, CA, PKI)

You are proactive in everything you do

You're willing to work on multiple projects and assignments

You believe that self-development is key to success

Additional Information

Education and Experience

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering required.

Two years of related experience is highly preferred.

Two certifications in GCP (within 3 months after joining).

Status: Full-Time

Duration: -

Beginning date: September 2023

The Devoteam Group is committed to equal opportunities, promoting its employees on the

basis of merit and actively fighting against all forms of discrimination. We believe that diversity

contributes to the creativity, dynamism, and excellence of our organization. All our positions

are open to people with disabilities.
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